Choosing Gifts

Choosing and Sending Gifts Q&A

Do I have to choose something from the bridal registry? No. The registry is a convenience for
guests, not a mandate. Checking a couple’s registries may give you a better idea of their tastes
and needs.

Am I supposed to buy a gift that costs as much as what the hosts spend on each person at the
wedding? No. This modern myth causes considerable anxiety for guests, but it is simply
untrue. The amount you spend is strictly a matter of your budget, how close you are to the
bride and groom, and what you think is an appropriate gift.

Is it tacky to send money? Not at all. Cash gifts are often just right for couples who have
already established their households or are saving for something special.

How do I give the couple a gift of money? A monetary gift is either sent directly to the couple
with a personal note, or into the financial gift registry. When a gift is sent to a financial
institution or a travel agency where the couple has registered, the couple receives notification of
the gift and its amount.
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Can I send something I already own? Yes, but only as long as it is in good condition—not a
castoff—and you’re confident that the couple will like the item.

Don’t I have up to a year after the wedding to send a gift? No, this is another myth. Gifts should
be sent before the wedding or as soon after the wedding date as possible. But late is better
than never so send your gift when you can.

Can I take my present to the wedding? You can, but only if this is the tradition in the couple’s
culture or community. If you’re sending a gift from one of the couple’s registries, it will be clearly
listed where the gift is to be sent.

May I send a group gift? Married couples and nuclear families generally send one gift, as do
couples who live together. Group giving, when guests pool their resources to purchase a more
elaborate gift, is also fine.

How do I know if my gift arrived? A thank-you note from the couple is your best guarantee. You
can also ask for delivery confirmation on gifts sent by mail or commercial delivery service.

What do I do if I don’t receive a thank-you note? Give the couple a reasonable amount of time
to send their thank-you—usually three months postwedding. After that time, you’re free to ask if
the gift was received.

What if I learn that my gift was returned or exchanged? Say nothing. Returns and exchanges
are common when a couple receives duplicate items.
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